Control of metabolic energy by space systems. Part 2: possible distribution at metabolic cycle chemicals.
Assimilation of many concepts and observations on an energy force providing a control over metabolic chemical interaction with a force in space itself is possible. The force is assumed to integrate with the atomic orbits of the metabolic chemicals, leaving its path from space as a fluctuation for realisation of two components, a non-linear space-rich part and a linear space-poor part. The pair are associated by a balance leading to non-linear behaviour imposed upon an otherwise linear output of the orbital energy and the actual control is vested in the balance. Examples are cited for the integration of the fluctuation during protein and nucleoprotein function and for cyto-structural mechanisms which may allow a selection of space elements to provide for evolution of unique family elements for enhanced control, much as the optical physicists have selected squeezed light elements for refined quantal function. Methods for rational therapies emerge from these refinements.